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60" Sound Sound Shelf
BDS4012-60-E474

Surround Sound Shelf in 60" width and in Dark Espresso wood fi nish



Overall Dimensions
60" w x 7.75" h x 12" d

60" SURROUND SOUND SHELF | BDS4012-60-E474

Scan this code to see
what other great Twin-Star 
products we have. 

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.

AMPLIFIER

INPUTS/OUTPUT

LEARNING 
REMOTE CAPABILITY

EASY WALL MOUNTING

The low-noise, low distortion, high-output Class-D amplifi er faithfully reproduces even the most delicate nuances, providing natural sound 
and powerful performances.

Low Signal to Noise Ratio: 105db

Loud listening environments can make it diffi  cult to hear the movie dialog. The Voice Boost function reconstructs the vocal range bringing 
the dialog out front and easier to understand.

Add dynamic depth to low volume listening or extra punch when you crank it up with the Bass Boost function. The digital signal processor 
selectively reconstructs the sub-harmonic  bass, adding punch and perceptual depth.

Powerful digital signal processing envelops the listener in a dimensional sound experience.

Bluetooth
Digital Fiber Optic
Aux: RCA Stereo
Line 1: 3.5mm input
Line 2: 3.5mm input (side - control panel)
Subwoofer Out
Wireless Subwoofer Ready - For Bell’O Digital subwoofer

There is no need for multiple remote controls. Your current TV remote can also control the sound shelf. When your TV is set to use
external speakers (sound shelf ) the TV’s volume is no longer controlled by the TV remote and these buttons become non-functional. 
This is okay, as the sound shelf can learn any of your TV remote’s unused buttons. Volume, mute and every other function on the
sound shelf remote control, or side panel controls, can controlled by unused buttons on your TV remote.

All mounting hardware is included for attaching the sound shelf to wood stud or masonry walls.


